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Tips for Participating in  

The Hock Tools Photo Album 
 

The photographs you send of the tools you make with our blades and kits 

inspire us at Hock Tools, and they inspire other woodworkers. As such, from 

time to time we like to publish customer’s photos in our newsletter.  

Here are some guidelines to help us feature your Hock Tools related pro-

jects: 

Simple photographs work best, with uncluttered backgrounds. We find that 

a wooden surface, such as your workbench, or a non-descript surface that 

contrasts well with the photograph’s subject are the most useful. Fabric or 

woven backgrounds are often distracting. Any objects, including pets, that 

distract from the main image can prove problematic. 

Don’t be shy! Include some shots of you making your new tool, or using it 

when it’s done. It’s your story, so we would like to see you there at your 

bench, building a tool using a Hock Tools kit, blade, or other Hock Tools 

product!  

We also need copy for captions or a larger Photo Album feature. Please 



consider the following questions when taking and sending photographs of 

your work for the Hock Tools Photo Album.  

1.  Type of tool, or Hock Tools kit. For example: Krenov-Style Wooden 

Hand Plane, or 8-inch Kitchen Knife Kit, your own wooden handplane not 

built from a kit. 

2.  Dimensions. 

3. Type or types of wood? 

4. What is your project’s story? Why did you decide to build your own 

handplane, for instance? Was the wood recovered scrap? A gift? Store-

bought with the plane in mind? Was this your first Hock Tools product? 

Did you make a tool using a Hock Tools kit or blade before this one? 

How did it go? As you can see, those things that would interest you 

when looking at another woodworker’s photo of a tool he or she made.  

(Good copy is ideal copy, and helps other subscribers to Sharp & to the           

Point better understand your photos, the scope of your project and efforts). 

5.  What about your choices, for example the shape of a wooden plane, as 

well as your personalization or tweaks of the tool in relation to how you 

work, your aesthetics, your needs and ideas. 

6. Any recommendations from your project that might help another wood-

worker? Your advice is important to others. Also, although your advice 

may not come from any limitation, such as the size of your workshop, 

how you worked within certain constraints is of great importance to other 

woodworkers. Not to mention the newbie factor—these folks would like 

to hit the ground running with projects; so, again, your advice may be ex-

tremely helpful! 

I look forward to your photographs and the story about your Hock Tools re-

lated project!  — Linda at Hock Tools 

 

Thank You for Choosing Hock Tools 

Hock Tools   The Perfect Edge 

Ron Hock  
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